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Georgia is a land of natural 
majesty and cultural delight, and 
is fast becoming the world’s 
coolest new travel destination.



To understand Georgia, 
you must understand 
Chacha
Georgia’s fiery brandy-style spirit. As varied in 

style as the famous wines that are created from 

the same vines, chacha is a different - but truly 

authentic – way to enjoy the flavours of this 

magical country.

Georgia Selections is proud to offer a very special 

long weekend food and drink journey, taking in 

the delights of Georgia’s captivating capital city, 

Tbilisi, and on to Telavi, deep in the country’s fertile 

winelands, to celebrate at the annual 

Telavi Chacha Festival. 



Chacha is difficult to categorise. A strong, clear 

spirit distilled from grape pomace – the parts of the 

grape discarded during the wine-making process, 

it has been proudly produced in Georgia for as long 

as the country has made wine. 

Traditionally made as a ‘home brew’, no one chacha 

is the same as another. Each chacha producer 

crafts the drink in a slightly different way, imbuing 

each one with distinct notes and aromas of its 

‘terroir’. This variety of taste makes chacha a wine 

connoisseur’s delight. 

Drunk everywhere in Georgia – as a morning boost 

before heading out to work in the fields and among 

the vines, and as a celebratory tipple on feast 

days and at banquets – for too long, chacha has 

remained unknown to the wider world. 

Until now. 

The spirit of Georgia



Kakheti: an unspoilt countryside of rivers and 

valleys, dotted with ancient villages, castles, 

monasteries and churches – and vineyards as 

far as the eye can see. This is the heartland of 

Georgian wine and chacha production, and the 

grape plays a central role in the culture of this 

uniquely beautiful region.

Historic Telavi is Kakheti’s principal town and 

upholds the proud heritage of the region. A visit to 

Telavi is an opportunity to immerse yourself in the 

centuries-old chacha and wine-making tradition and 

to enjoy the colourful culture of Georgian rural life.  

Telavi and the Kakheti 
region



Friday 1, November
Arrival in Tbilisi.

Transfer to Ibis Hotel Tbilisi.

14.00 Tour of Tbilisi’s fascinating Old Town.

20.00 Welcome dinner – tasting menu of traditional Georgian dishes paired  

with fine Georgian wines in one of the best restaurants in Tbilisi.



Saturday 2, November
10.00 Depart Tbilisi from Ibis Hotel.

12.00 Arrival in Telavi and transfer to Holiday Inn Telavi.

13.00 Enjoy visit to the annual Chacha Festival to celebrate not only chacha – but local 

food specialities, Georgian folk culture and the unique way of life of the Kakheti region. 

Special access to Georgia Selections VIP area, where you will be treated to a Georgian 

‘supra’ – a feast for special guests, complete with free-flowing chacha. 

21.00 Disco Kakheti-style in secret location.



Sunday 3 November
10.30 Chacha breakfast, Holiday Inn Telavi.

11.30 Sightseeing excursion through Kakheti region: villages, monasteries and castles.

14.00 Wine tasting, tour and lunch at Ruispiri, one of Georgia’s finest organic vineyards.

17.00 Return to Holiday Inn / free time in Telavi.

20.00 Farewell to Kakheti Dinner and folk music performance.



Monday 4, November
9.30 Traditional Georgian Breakfast.

11.00 Transfer to Tbilisi.



Hotels

Holiday Inn Telavi Ibis Hotel Tbilisi



Chacha long weekend– 
Costs

Package cost includes:

 

• All transfers  (airport - Tbilisi - Telavi - Tbilisi - airport) 

• Accommodation, including breakfast (1 night at the  

Ibis Hotel Tbilisi, 2 nights at the Holiday Inn Telavi) 

• VIP access to Telavi Chacha Festival including lunch, 

complimentary premium tastings and food sampling 

• Lunches and dinners as indicated in the programme 

• Cultural and entertainment events as indicated  

in the programme 

• Chacha gift set.



Chacha long weekend– 
Costs

Package cost:

 

1100 EUR / person (single room)

950 EUR / person (double room)

Flights are not included.

Tour group will not exceed 30 people. Demand is high 

and places are strictly limited. Places will be available  

on a first come, first served basis. 



Georgia Selections Kartina TV
We choose the best Georgian wines, 

gastronomic specialities and travel 

experiences and share them with the 

world. Founded by people who are 

passionate about this small country 

with a big heart, Georgia 

Selections will give you an 

unforgettable taste of the real Georgia.

Chacha Long Weekend Partner, 

Kartina.TV is the largest internet 

television operator in Europe and 

America. 

For more than 11 years, the company 

has been offering subscribers a wide 

range of services including the Kartina.

TV mobile application, adapted for all 

operating systems..
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